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Abstract
In this paper we proposed a multi band antenna in which fed is provided by SMA
Coaxial Probe. This antenna is contain circular patch and Microstrip line. Using
Microstrip line and providing different feed the antenna provide different frequency band.
These are 1.2-1.4GHz, 1.6-1.7GHz and 2.1 to 10.7GHz. In this paper we design and
simulated antenna use for different application. Here we use FR4 substrate for the design
of antenna. The simulation of our proposed design is done with the help of full wave
electromagnetic software which is based on FIT.
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1. Introduction
With the advancement of technology the need of multiband antenna is increasing in
many kind of wireless communication system. Various kind of antenna can be made using
Microstrip feed line. By the addition of extra element to the patch , a Microstrip fed multiband antenna was presented [1].MSAs are widely used because of their planar structure,
light weight and moderate efficiency and compatibility with active devices. Maximum all
types of wireless communication lies in the band fromm 900Mhz to 5.5 Ghz which also
includes GPS<GSM,PCS and DCS.However the MSAs with normal ground plane offers
narrow bandwidth [2].various technique has been already proposed by researcher to
improve gain, bandwidth etc., of MSAs by using different kind of structure like cutting
slots, patch edges, using shorting pins etc.Compact antenna with multiband performance
including dipole antenna, monopole antenna and planner antenna configuration has been
presented [3]. Multiband operation can be achieved by using various types of structure as
well as various kind of feed.
This paper is divided into five section. First section deals with introduction.
Second section describe the theory and working principle. Third section describe the
design of proposed antenna. Fifth section describe the various simulation results.
And last section deals with conclusion.

2. Theory
Multiband antenna can be designed using coaxial feed [4].In this paper we proposed a
simple multiband antenna. This antenna have three band and it consist of circular patch
,Microstrip line and fed is provided by using SMA coaxial probe. The circular patch is fed
by various three probes which are connected to Microstrip line. Our antenna cover three
bands which are 1.2-1.4GHz,1.6-1.7GHz and 2.1 to 10.7GHz.In this paper we analyze
radiation pattern at different frequencies and the gain across operating bandwidth.
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Figure 1(a). Structure of Proposed Antenna

Figure 1(b). Structure of Proposed Antenna

Figure 1(c): Structure of Proposed Antenna

3. Design of Antenna
The structure of proposed antenna already shown in Figure 1. The antenna contain
three layer of conductor which include radiating patch [5-6], Microstrip feed line and
ground plane. The Microstrip line is fabricated using FR4 with a diameter
=
150mm,thickness =3mm,relative permittivity = 4.4. The inner diameter and with are
=40mm and =5.8mm. The loop has a =
and it is connected with rectangular
metal. The antenna is fed by SMA probe which is placed 22.9mm away from center along
y-axis and connected to Microstrip line. The Table 1 provide detail description about
parameter used for our proposed antenna [7-8].
Table 1. Parameter Used
Sr. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Parameter

Value of Parameter
150mm
40mm
90mm
3mm
5mm
5.8mm
2mm
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8.
9.

4.4

Figure 2(a). VSWR Variation for Different Value of

Figure 2(b). VSWR Variation for Different Value of

Figure 2(c). VSWR Variation for Different Value of
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Figure 2(c). VSWR Variation for Different Value of

Figure 3. VSWR of Proposed Antenna

4. Results and Discussion
From above Figure 2, it is clearly shown that the impedance bandwidth is greatly
depends upon the value of and . If we increasing or narrowing these parameter then
the impedance bandwidth will reduce. Figure 2(c), and Figure 2(d), show the effect of
angle on impedance matching. It is shown in the Figure 2(c), that angle affect more the
performance of frequency band [8].

Figure 4. Radiation Pattern of Antenna at 1.3GHz
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Figure 5. Radiation Pattern of Antenna at 1.6GHz

Figure 6. Radiation Pattern of Antenna at 2.5GHz

Figure 7. Radiation Pattern of Antenna at 8.5GHz
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Figure 8. Gain of Proposed Antenna
The impedance matching can be obtained by tuning
.the radiation pattern of
proposed antenna is shown in Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6, and in Figure 7, from radiation
pattern it is clear that antenna is highly direction at frequency 1.3 GHz and 1.6 GHz.
However at frequency 2.5GHz and 8.5GHz antenna shows conical pattern. The gain of
proposed antenna is 2.8dBi for 1.3GHz, 9.4dBi for1.6GHz and 3.9-8.0dBi for third band
as shown in Figure 8.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a multiband antenna which is fed by SMA coaxial probe and
it shows very good impedance matching characteristics. The height of antenna is 8mm
and diameter of antenna is 150mm respectively. The VSWR bandwidth is ranging from
1.2 to 1.4 GHz, 1.6 to 1.7 GHz and 2.1 to 10.7GHz proposed antenna also exhibits the
stable radiation pattern across the whole band. The proposed antenna can be used for
many types of application in wireless communication.
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